RF/MICROWAVE

Waveguide Filters and Components: Passive RF and microwave filters, components and multi-function assemblies for satcom, telecom, radar and scientific applications.

Amplical, Whippany NJ

Amplifiers and Control Components: High Performance RF and Microwave amplifiers to 1kW+ and integrated assemblies to 40GHz including RF switches and attenuators.

MTI-Milliren Technologies Inc., Newburyport MA


Sonoma Scientific, Minden NV

Isolators and Circulators: High power (>15kW) ferrite components. Waveguide, drop-in, coax and hybrid configurations. Surge and lightning protection devices.

XMA Corporation - Omni Spectra®, Manchester NH

Passive Components: RF, microwave and millimeter wave adapters, attenuators, couplers, cryogenic products, DC blocks, equalizers, power dividers and terminations.

POWER

Ultracaps: Extreme environments; +150°C and -55°C, Low ESR, high energy density. Custom modules, high shock & vibration for Space, MIL, COTS, and industrial applications.

Kepco Power Supplies, New York NY

DC Power Supplies: Lab, R&D, Test, and OEM. Precise and fast programmable linear, rugged, modular, hot swap, high power standard and custom assemblies.

NetPower Corp., Richardson TX

DC-DC Converters: Board mounted modules, POL converters. EMI filters. VPX and embedded power systems and custom assemblies for telecom, industrial, EV, COTS.

TEST & MEASUREMENT

Sensors: Force Balance and Piezo accelerometers and sensors for Military, airborne, and precision industrial needs specializing in high performance miniature designs.

Marvin Test Solutions, Irvine CA

ATE Instruments And Systems: PXI Functional test solutions for mission critical high value electronic assemblies in MIL/Aerospace, medical, semiconductor and transportation.

MegaPhase, LLC, Stroudsburg PA


NoiseWave Corp., Whippany NJ

Noise Sources: Precision AWG sources in standard and custom calibrated components and programmable instruments for military and commercial test and simulation.
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sales@missioncriticalsales.com
(617) 418-4500
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Boston MA 02114